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Challenges
• Step by step implementation approach
• Business as Usual
• High churn factor
• Meeting needs of priority learners
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Two examples of collaborative
practice
Health Sciences and Social Work
Part of collaborative process responding to
context:
• who students are
• what unit content demands
• discipline culture
• collaborators
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Post-assessment follow up

Normalisation of language and
literacy development
• Whole cohort initial activities
• Academic literacies learning embedded within curricula:
– Contextualised content (discipline-specific)
– Assignment-specific
– Assignment-specific writing models provided

• On-going access to support for all students
• Feedback to all students on areas for improvement

Emphasis on academic literacy
acquisition as a ‘journey’

Becoming a community of readers:
academic literacies in the social work
classroom
Reading to:
• engage critically with texts
• build one’s own body of content knowledge
• engage with models for one’s own writing
and development of one’s own voice
• build efficacy
• build cultural capital
• become a participating member of a
discourse community
Focus:
• close readings of subject texts,
• encouraging discussion about
difficulties the readings presented and
strategies for overcoming these.

Our approach
Shared delivery - including
planning of activities, working
together in classes,
assessment design,
evaluation
Focus on meaning making and on making
explicit what counts as knowledge in social
work

Situating the work
Reading specific
research
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The student voice – two strong
themes

Meaning making
I find myself constantly asking
things weekly and having
someone like that assures me
and allows me to move ahead
with the course..

At first I was very much
struggling with the reading as
I felt it was too long, hard and
complicated. But now with
the help of different ideas and
techniques given by our tutor
it is much easier to know the
reading structure and what it
is about. I have definitely
improved my reading ability.

Affective outcomes
(Cadman’s (2010) pedagogy
of connection)

Mapping language and literacy
development within units and
across courses
• Desirability of a coordinated approach
• Identification of units with greater language
and literacy ‘loads’
• Identification of learning opportunities

(e.g. where new writing genres are
introduced)
• Identification of ‘hot spots’ within courses

“Go forth and collaborate”

Making collaboration
work

• Organic process v Institutional policy

• Challenges in initiating and sustaining collaboration
• Some conditions favouring collaboration

– Shared goals for student language and literacy development
– Regular and meaningful communication (with adequate time
allotted)
– Full access to course content for literacy specialist
– Shared input into curriculum review and development
– Perceived shared responsibility for language and literacy
development
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Good practice guidelines
• Whole organisation approach
– acknowledges complexity & tensions

• (L)LN is everyone’s responsibility
• Clear and usable framework(s)
– Supports localised practice

• (L)LN performance data utilisation across
whole organisation

